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A chemical Hamiltonian approach study of the basis set superposition
error changes on electron densities and one- and two-center
energy components

Pedro Salvador, Miquel Duran, and Xavier Fraderaa)

Institut de Quı´mica Computacional, Universitat de Girona, Girona, Catalonia, Spain

~Received 4 December 2001; accepted 31 January 2002!

The basis set superposition error-corrected first-order electron densities of several hydrogen bonded
complexes of increasing molecular size have been obtained with the Hartree–Fock and
density-functional theory versions of the chemical Hamiltonian approach~CHA! methodology. A
detailed analysis of the local basis set superposition error~BSSE! effects has been carried out by
comparing the uncorrected electron densities and energy components with the CHA ones.
Topological analysis of the electron density through the atoms in molecules theory is used in order
to obtain a quantitative measure of the BSSE effects in terms of the characterization of the critical
points of the electron density. Density difference isocontour maps are also depicted in order to show
the local electron density redistributions induced by the BSSE-correction. We show that the effects
of the BSSE are common for all the complexes studied, namely water dimer, formic acid dimer and
uracil–water complex. The formic acid dimer and uracil–water density difference maps at frozen
geometry reveal that the effects of the BSSE do not extend significantly beyond the atoms involved
in the interaction and their first neighbors. The main redistribution effects are not strictly localized
on the intermolecular region and mostly take place in the valence shells of the heavy atoms directly
involved in the intermolecular interaction. These trends are also confirmed by means of an energy
decomposition analysis performed at the Hartree–Fock level of theory with the recently proposed
chemical energy component analysis~CECA! method. In agreement to previous results, we found
that inclusion of diffuse functions is of utmost importance in order to minimize the magnitude of the
BSSE. However, both the electron density difference maps and the CECA analysis confirm that the
local effects of the BSSE are very different when diffuse functions are present in the calculation.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1463439#
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate ab initio or density-functional theory~DFT!
calculations of weakly bound molecular complexes m
take into account the so-called basis set superposition e
~BSSE!.1 BSSE is caused by the imbalance in the descript
of the monomers forming the complex and the same mo
mers isolated. Briefly, in the whole complex calculation, t
intramolecular operators associated to each molecule or f
ment can be expanded to some extent in the basis func
of the other molecule. In contrast, for the description of
isolated monomers, each molecule can use only its own b
functions.

It is well known that BSSE leads to an overestimation
the interaction energy between the monomers and a sho
ing of the intramolecular distance.2 BSSE is caused by th
use of finite basis sets to expand the molecular orbitals inab
initio and Kohn–Sham DFT calculations. Therefore, in pr
ciple, the use of large basis sets should diminish the ma
tude of the error. Eventually, in the complete basis set~CBS!
limit, the BSSE should be zero. Nevertheless, in practice,
weakly bound molecular complexes, the magnitude of
BSSE can be of the same order of the interaction energ

a!Electronic mail: xavier@iqc.udg.es
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There are several methods available for the correction
the BSSE. The counterpoise method~CP!3 has been widely
used in the last decades in order to obtain BSSE-free e
gies at any level of theory. The CP method has also b
generalized and applied successfully to the correction of m
lecular geometries, vibrational frequencies and, in gene
any molecular property that depends on derivatives of
energy.4 The CP method shows the desired asymptotic
havior in the CBS limit. Furthermore, the use of C
corrected values allow for a meaningful extrapolation of s
permolecular properties5 to the CBS limit. However, CP doe
not provide a corrected wave function. There have been
tempts to obtain CP-corrected electron densities, but only
so-called interaction density, that is, the difference betw
the complex electron density and that of the monomers
given geometry, can be determined. Since there is no
corrected Hamiltonian, no CP-corrected molecular orbit
are available for the molecular complex and hence no m
lecular electron density.

An alternative to the CP method is the chemical Ham
tonian approach~CHA!.6 The CHA method eliminates the
unphysical terms in the Hamiltonian that cause BSSE de
calizations between the fragments within the molecular co
plex. The CHA methodology has been developed and s
cessfully applied at several levels of theory, namely Hartre
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Fock @CHA-SCF7–9 and CHA/F10#, DFT ~CHA/DFT11!, and
second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theo
~CHA-MP2!.12 Several studies have found that CP and CH
lead to very similar corrections to both the interaction en
gies and molecular geometries13,14 for several van der Waal
or hydrogen bonded complexes. The main advantage of C
with respect to the CP method is that CHA corrects the BS
a priori, yielding a BSSE-free wave function and, therefo
also a BSSE-free electron density,r(r ).

There is still anothera priori BSSE-correction method
namely the self-consistent field for molecular interactio
~SCF-MI!15–17 that has recently been used to obtain BSS
free electron densities of hydrogen bonded complexe15

However, it has been pointed out that the SCF-MI elimina
some true interaction terms and thus overestimates the B
correction.18 The consequence is that, as opposed to CP
CHA, SCF-MI does not exhibit the correct asymptotic b
havior near to the CBS limit.15

Recently, we have carried out an analysis of the effe
of the BSSE on the electron density of the hydrogen fluor
dimer, by comparing electron densities obtained with c
ventional Hartree–Fock~HF! and DFT methods, using BLYP
and B3LYP ~Becke three-parameter Lee–Yang–Parr! func-
tionals, to the corresponding BSSE-free densities obtai
with the CHA/F and CHA/DFT methods, respectively, usi
several basis sets of different size.19 We have formally con-
sidered the BSSE correction as a perturbation to the sys
In this way, we have been able to analyze the effects
BSSE correction both in the nuclear geometries and elec
densities, according to Scheme 1.

X//Y in the scheme above refers to a single-point cal

lation using methodX at the molecular geometry optimize
with methodY. SCF and CHA are used to denote conve
tional and BSSE- corrected calculations, respectively, at
level of theory. Thus, SCF refers to conventional HF or D
calculations, while CHA denotes the corresponding BSS
corrected CHA/F and CHA/DFT calculations, respective
According to this notation, SCF//SCF in Scheme 1 cor
sponds to the conventional orunperturbedcalculation, that
is, a HF or DFT calculation with no BSSE correction. Wi
respect to this reference calculation, the correction of
BSSE with no nuclear relaxation induces a rearrangemen
the electron density. This is denoted as CHA//SCF. Fina
geometry optimization with the CHA method leads to t

Nuclear and electronic relaxation paths.
Scheme 1.
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fully corrected situation, CHA//CHA. The cycle can b
closed with an SCF//CHA calculation, meaning an unc
rected calculation at the molecular geometry obtained w
the CHA method. One should take into account that
BSSE correction is not a perturbation itself. However, t
scheme allows to analyze the effects of removing the BS
on the electron density with and without nuclear relaxatio

In order to quantify the effect of the BSSE-correction
the electron density several tools can be used. First, acc
ing to the theory of atoms in molecules~AIM !,20 the inter-
action between two molecules can be characterized by
lyzing the properties of the critical points in the electro
density associated to the intermolecular interaction. This w
provide us with quantitative comparisons of the uncorrec
and the BSSE-corrected electron densities, as well as
the nuclear and electronic relaxation contributions separa
Additionally, when no nuclear relaxation is allowed, one c
depict density difference maps between uncorrected and
rected densities to analyze visually the effects of BSSE c
rection. Finally, the quantum molecular similarity21 theory
can provide us with quantitative measures of the global si
larity of two electron density distributions. The determin
tion of the similarity indexes between the uncorrected a
the BSSE-corrected densities of the molecular comple
studied here as well as the hydrogen fluoride dimer h
been recently carried out in our laboratory.22

The geometry of the hydrogen fluoride dimer has be
found to be very dependent on the level of theory and ba
set. However, some systematic trends have been found
the effects of BSSE correction on the charge density a
frozen geometry. SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF density differenc
reveal that the BSSE correction generally depletes the e
tron density from the intermolecular region. However, t
stronger effects take place in the valence shells of the
heavy atoms. For each F atom, the BSSE correction ove
timates and underestimates the electron density in two
gions which are approximately perpendicular to each oth
For the donor F, the BSSE correction removes the elec
density along the intramolecular F–H axis while, for the a
ceptor F, the intermolecular F̄H axis corresponds to a zon
of density overestimation. These trends are common to m
of the combinations of method and basis set, except w
diffuse functions are used. Inclusion of diffuse functio
leads to an overall decrease of the BSSE by one orde
magnitude, and hence to smaller corrections of the elec
density, as revealed also by means of a quantum molec
similarity study.22 Moreover, when diffuse functions ar
used, difference maps reveals that the BSSE correction a
ally induces to an increase of the charge density in the in
molecular region, and the patterns of electron density re
tribution around the heavy atoms are lost.

The present paper extends this kind of analysis to ot
molecular complexes, namely, the water dimer, the form
acid dimer and the water–uracil complex. Its first objecti
is to assess whether the trends found for the BSSE correc
with the CHA method for the hydrogen fluoride dimer a
common to other systems. A second goal is the study
larger systems, specially the water–uracil complex, that w
allow to analyze whether the effects of BSSE are restric
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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strictly to the atoms directly involved in the intermolecul
interaction or are extended to other regions of the molec
As a third purpose, the density analysis is complemented
using the recently proposed chemical energy compon
analysis~CECA!.23 The CECA uses a projected integral e
pansion technique to approximately decompose the mol
lar energy into one- and two-center terms. This decomp
tion allows to analyze the local BSSE effects in terms
atomic ~one-center! and interatomic ~two-center! energy
components.

METHODS

The CHA ÕF and CHA ÕDFT methods

A detailed explanation of the CHA methodology is ava
able in a recent review.6 Briefly, the CHA is based on the
removal from the Hamiltonian of the intermolecular cont
butions that cause the BSSE, while keeping all the physic
true interaction terms. Thus, the CHA ensures that the
scription of each monomer or fragment isolated and wit
the complex is consistent. The separation of the intramole
lar, pure intermolecular and BSSE contributions in t
Hamiltonian is carried out by means of a mixed seco
quantization formalism. The resulting Hamiltonian is n
Hermitian, so the application of the variational principle
derive the SCF equations is not trivial. However, by mak
use of the Brillouin theorem it is still possible to derive a s
of SCF equations and obtain the corresponding CHA-S
canonical orbitals.7 The CHA/F10 method is a variation of
CHA-SCF. In this case~CHA/F!, the modifications are per
formed to the standard Fock equations, so the one- and
electron integrals remain unchanged, with respect to
original SCF method. The CHA/F equations can be cons
ered as an approximation to the CHA-SCF ones; in pract
it has been shown that CHA-SCF and CHA/F results
practically equivalent. The main advantage of using
CHA/F scheme is that the same philosophy can be use
the context of Kohn–Sham DFT. In this case, the equiva
to the CHA/F method is CHA/DFT. Only CHA/F and CHA
DFT were used throughout the present paper.

As the CHA Hamiltonian is not Hermitian, its eigenfun
tions are not orthonormalized. This does not represen
problem in order to obtain the electron density since Sla
determinants built from orthogonal or nonorthogonal orb
sets differ only by a physically irrelevant phase factor. Ho
ever, it is more convenient to orthogonalize the occup
orbitals in order to construct the first-order density mat
like in a conventional calculation. Therefore, at each ite
tion, the canonic CHA orbitals are orthonormalized in ord
to build up the density matrix for the next iteration. Afte
self-consistency, the CHA orbitals obtained are also
thonormalized and the final density matrix is obtained.

Finally, it must be taken into account that the evaluat
of analytic gradients of the CHA energy is not straightfo
ward. Actually, the corresponding equations have been
veloped but not yet implemented.24 Therefore, the location o
stationary points on the BSSE-corrected potential energy
face ~PES! was performed with numerical gradien
methods.13
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The chemical energy component analysis „CECA…

With semiempirical quantum methods, the molecular e
ergy can be expressed in terms of one- and two-center
tributions only. This property allows for a straightforwar
decomposition of the molecular energy into atomic~one-
center! and interatomic~two-center! contributions. In con-
trast, calculation of molecular energies withab initio meth-
ods involves also three- and four-center terms. These te
may contribute significantly to the total energy and cannot
generally ignored; however, it is difficult to attach a dire
chemical significance to those multicenter terms.

The basic idea in the CECA is to use a projective in
gral expansion scheme that allows to express approxima
each multicenter term as a summation of one- and two-ce
terms. The theory behind the CECA is tightly related to t
CHA ~see Ref. 23 for a detailed description!. The main ad-
vantage of this approach compared to the classical bond
der analysis is that bonding interactions with formally t
same multiplicity~single, double, triple bonds! can be now
clearly differentiated in terms of energetic~static! contribu-
tions to the overall energy of the system. Also, it allows
distinguish between bonding and antibonding interactio
However, one must take into account that this decomposi
is exact only for diatomic molecules, where no multicen
contributions are possible. In the general case, the sum o
the energy contributions does not match exactly the to
molecular energy. Mayer states that the CECA reprodu
HF energies of small molecules with a precision between
and 40 mHartrees~'6–25 kcal•mol21!.23 This is a relatively
small error, compared to the total molecular energy. Furth
more, one should take into account that this error arises f
the summation ofall the one- and two-center energy cont
butions. One can expect that the individual components h
much smaller errors. Therefore, the accuracy of the CE
decomposition scheme should be sufficient in most case

A second problem of the CECA is related to the fact th
the energy decomposition is performed in the Hilbert spa
That is, each atomic orbital or basis function is assigned
single atom and the partition of each energetic term is car
out by projecting over the subspace spawned by these ato
orbitals. Practically, the basis functions are supposed to
long to the atom in which they are centered. Then, one-
two-center contributions are related to atomic and diatom
components. However, the results of this kind of decom
sition schemes can be very dependent on the basis set
for the calculation. Particularly, these analysis may lose s
nificance when diffuse functions are included in the basis
For instance, it is well known that Mulliken charges, al
based on the formal partition of the atomic orbital’s spa
have little chemical meaning when diffuse basis functio
are used. This problem can be solved by performing a sim
decomposition in the Euclidean space, for instance in
frame of the AIM theory.25 It can be shown that a partition
ing of that kind, that can be connected to the CECA one b
simple mapping of the integrals,26 can provide an exact de
composition of the HF molecular energy. Several test cal
lations revealed some differences between the CECA and
AIM-based energy partitioning.25 Unfortunately, the huge
computational cost that implies the evaluation of double
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tegrations over two AIM atomic basins prevents the use
this methodology for the present work, and only CECA a
proximated results will be shown.

Computational details

Molecular wave functions, energies and first-order el
tron densities were calculated using theGAUSSIAN 94

package,27 using conventional HF and DFT methods. T
CHA/F and CHA/DFT calculations were done using a mo
fied version of theGAUSSIAN 92package.28 The B3LYP func-
tional was used for the DFT and CHA/DFT calculation
henceforth CHA/B3LYP. Six different standard basis s
were used for the water dimer: 6-31G, 6-31G(d),
6-31G(d,p), 6-3111G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p) and 6-3111
1G(3d f ,2pd). For this system, molecular geometries we
completely optimized for each combination of computatio
method and basis set in a previous study.13 For all the basis
sets, additional single-point CHA/F and CHA/B3LYP calc
lations were carried out at the optimized HF and B3LY
geometries, respectively. For the formic acid dimer a
uracil–water complexes, only the HF method and two diff
ent basis sets for each complex were used. Moreover, sta
ary points for these complexes were located only on the c
ventional PES. Therefore, SCF//SCF and CHA//SCF res
are available for the three complexes studied and, addit
ally, CHA//CHA results also for (H2O)2 .

For all the calculations, the critical points onr(r ) were
located and characterized using theAIMPAC package.29 Spe-
cial attention was paid to intermolecular bond critical poin
~bcp! and ring critical points~rcp!. Difference maps corre
spond to differences between SCF//SCF and CHA//S
electron densities. For the water dimer, the maps were
formed on the symmetry plane of the complex. For the f
mic acid dimer and uracil–water complex, they were cal
lated in the molecular plane containing all the heavy ato
Positive values in the maps~solid lines! correspond to zone
where the uncorrected calculation overestimates the elec
density, whereas negative values~dashed lines! correspond to
zones where the electron density is underestimated, with
spect to the corresponding CHA electron density. The ene
decomposition analysis was carried out for the three co
plexes at the HF level of theory using the programAPOST.30

The current implementation of the program does not all
for f and higher angular momentum basis functions so
results for the 6-31111G(3d f ,2pd) basis set could not be
obtained. Instead, the values for the 6-31111G(d,p) are
reported.

RESULTS

This section presents the electron density analysis for
three systems: the water dimer, the formic acid dimer and
uracil–water complex. For each case, the effects of the BS
correction were assessed:~i! By comparing the properties o
the intermolecular bcp’s and rcp’s with and without BSS
correction,~ii ! by analyzing~SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF! density
difference maps. The energy decomposition analysis for
three complexes is presented last.
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Water dimer

All the calculations refer to the trans-linear water com
plex, with Cs symmetry and a single H bond between t
two water molecules~see Scheme 2!. This structure is pre-
served in all the calculations; however, the level of theo
basis set and BSSE correction have a significant impac
the molecular geometry. A detailed discussion about the
fects of the method of calculation, basis set size and BS
on the geometry of this complex is available in Ref. 13.
general, therO– O distance is larger at the SCF level
theory, compared to B3LYP. At both levels, increasing t
basis set size or correcting the BSSE leads also to a len
ening of therO– O distance. As for thea andb angles that
define the mutual orientation of the two water monom
~see Scheme 2!, it is generally necessary to employ relative
large basis sets or BSSE correction to obtain reliable valu
specially for the B3LYP calculations. In general, as the s
of the basis set is increased, the corrected and uncorre
geometrical parameters converge to values near to the
perimental ones.31

At all levels of theory, the two water molecules are co
nected through a O– H̄ O bond. The properties of the co
responding bcp reflect the characteristics of the water–w
interaction~see Tables I and II, for the HF and B3LYP re
sults, respectively!. According to the most accurate calcul
tion, B3LYP/6-31111G(3d f ,2pd), the values of the
charge density,rbcp(r ), and its Laplacian,¹2rbcp(r ), at the
bcp are 0.024 and 0.076, characteristic of a strong O– H¯O
hydrogen bond. At the HF/6-31111G(3d f ,2pd) level,
rbcp(r ) and ¹2rbcp(r ) are significantly smaller: 0.016 an
0.066, respectively. In general, the correction of the BS
without allowing nuclear relaxation~CHA//SCF! does not
change significantly therbcp(r ) and ¹2rbcp(r ) values. In-
deed, corrections inrbcp(r ) and¹2rbcp(r ), defined as SCF//
SCF–CHA//SCF, are usually smaller than 1023 and 1022,
respectively. The location of the bcp does not change ap
ciably upon BSSE correction either. Moreover, the sign
the correction depends on the basis set. For instance, with
6-31G basis set, the BSSE correction torbcp(r ) is positive,
leading to higherrbcp(r ) values, both at the HF and B3LYP
levels. Addition of polarization functions@6-31G(d) and
6-31G(d,p) basis sets# makes the correction negative. I
contrast, with respect to the 6-31G(d,p) basis set, addition
of more valence functions@6-311G(d,p)# or diffuse func-
tions @6-3111G(d,p)# leads to positive corrections again
Finally, for the largest basis set, 6-311G11(3d f ,2pd), the
correction is positive. Note that, in general, the use of lar

Geometrical parameters of the (H2O)2 .
Scheme 2.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Geometrical parameters~Å and degrees!, stabilization energies~kcal/mol! and topological param-
eters of the intermolecular critical points of the electron density for the (H2O)2 calculated in five different basis
sets at SCF and CHA/F levels of theory.

Basis set Method rO–Oa aa ba
r(r )b

(e/a.u.3)
¹2r(r )b

(e/a.u.5) Ellipticityb
Stabilization

energya

SCF//SCF 2.843 20,3 152,0 0.0297 0.1119 0.069 27.84
6-31G CHA//SCF 0.0300 0.1125 0.070

CHA//CHA 2.866 0,0 155,9 0.0283 0.1068 0.073 27.36
SCF//SCF 2.983 5,2 117,3 0.0199 0.0621 0.028 25.54

6-31G(d,p) CHA//SCF 0.0195 0.0619 0.028
CHA//CHA 2.999 2,2 133,1 0.0186 0.0597 0.039 24.92
SCF//SCF 2.987 2,6 136,2 0.0183 0.0610 0.046 25.03

6-3111G(d,p) CHA//SCF 0.0191 0.0579 0.043
CHA//CHA 3.030 1,5 140,6 0.0173 0.0525 0.048 24.49
SCF//SCF 2.975 2,2 129,5 0.0186 0.0824 0.032 25.57

6-311G(d,p) CHA//SCF 0.0193 0.0773 0.031
CHA//CHA 3.036 20,1 142,8 0.0163 0.0675 0.043 24.62
SCF//SCF 3.036 2,9 134,2 0.0157 0.0658 0.043 23.86

6-31111G(3d f ,2pd) CHA//SCF 0.0159 0.0636 0.042
CHA//CHA 3.048 2,7 137,3 0.0154 0.0621 0.045 23.73

aReference 13.
bReference 22.
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basis sets does not lead to smaller corrections inrbcp(r ) and
¹2rbcp(r ).

When nuclear relaxation is allowed~CHA//CHA calcu-
lations!, rbcp(r ) and¹2rbcp(r ) values always decrease, at th
same time that the ellipticity and the distance of the bcp
the O of the acceptor molecule also increase slightly. Th
trends are common for the HF and B3LYP calculations, a
for all the basis sets; however, the differences between
corrected and uncorrected calculations become progress
smaller as the basis set size is increased. In general, t
trends, combined with the behavior of therO– O distance
discussed above, reveal that both the increase in basi
size and the BSSE correction work in the direction of we
ening the H bond interaction.

Figures 1 and 2 collect SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF dens
difference maps at the HF and B3LYP levels of theory,
spectively, for all the basis sets used in the study. The p
 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
o
se
d
he
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tions of atomic nuclei and intermolecular bcp’s~only those
corresponding to the SCF//SCF electron density are sho!
are denoted with circles and stars, respectively. All the d
ference maps corresponding to HF or B3LYP calculatio
using basis sets without diffuse functions@Figs. 1~a!–1~c!,
1~e!, 2~a!–2~c!, and 2~e!# are similar. In general, the intermo
lecular bcp is located close to the zero isodensity conto
For the calculations with diffuse functions and also with t
6-31G and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets,@Figs. 1~a!, 1~d!–1~f!,
2~a!, and 2~d!–2~f!#, the intermolecular region is quite fla
and exhibits negative values. Thus, depending on the com
nation of level of theory and basis set, the intermolecular b
may be found in positive or negative zones of the SC
SCF–CHA//SCF density difference maps. Actually, acco
ing to the density difference maps, the main effects of
BSSE correction in the electron density take place in
TABLE II. Geometrical parameters~Å and degrees!, stabilization energies~kcal/mol! and topological param-
eters of the intermolecular critical points of the electron density for the (H2O)2 calculated in five different basis
sets at B3LYP and CHA/B3LYP levels of theory.

Basis set Method rO–Oa aa ba
r(r )b

(e/a.u.3)
¹2r(r )b

(e/a.u.5) Ellipticityb
Stabilization

energya

B3LYP//B3LYP 2.776 3,7 130,2 0.0399 0.1305 0.054 29.74
6-31G CHA//B3LYP 0.0400 0.1318 0.053

CHA//CHA 2.795 3,2 140,5 0.0377 0.1268 0.062 28.69
B3LYP//B3LYP 2.876 10,9 94,5 0.0288 0.0756 0.021 27.55

6-31G(d,p) CHA//B3LYP 0.0281 0.0753 0.019
CHA//CHA 2.883 5,6 116,5 0.0284 0.0753 0.030 26.04

B3LYP//B3LYP 2.887 4,2 128.8 0.0264 0.0769 0.042 26.03
6-3111G(d,p) CHA//B3LYP 0.0276 0.0709 0.040

CHA//CHA 2.924 3,7 128,9 0.0255 0.0646 0.040 25.28
B3LYP//B3LYP 2.887 8,3 105,1 0.0265 0.0953 0.019 27.62

6-311G(d,p) CHA//B3LYP 0.0277 0.0871 0.018
CHA//CHA 2.941 2,8 127,3 0.0245 0.0806 0.032 25.65

B3LYP//B3LYP 2.919 4,4 124,7 0.0244 0.0796 0.032 24.78
6-31111G(3d f ,2pd) CHA//B3LYP 0.0247 0.0774 0.033

CHA//CHA 2.928 4,0 126,7 0.0241 0.0763 0.035 24.59

aReference 13.
bReference 22.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. Water dimer SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF density difference isocontour maps.~a! 6-31G, ~b! 6-31G(d), ~c! 6-31G(d,p), ~d! 6-3111G(d,p), ~e!
6-311G(d,p), and~f! 6-31111G(3d f ,2pd). Isodensity contours at 0,61024, 62.1024, 64.1024, 68.1024, etc.
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Water dimer B3LYP//B3LYP–CHA//B3LYP density difference isocontour maps.~a! 6-31G,~b! 6-31G(d), ~c! 6-31G(d,p), ~d! 6-3111G(d,p), ~e!
6-311G(d,p), and~f! 6-31111G(3d f ,2pd). Isodensity contours at 0,61024, 62.1024, 64.1024, 68.1024, etc.
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valence shells of the O atoms, both at the HF and B3L
levels of theory. Thus, for basis sets with no diffuse fun
tions, the BSSE correction leads to redistribution of elect
density along the O–H intermolecular axis and cente
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
P
-
n
d

around each of the heavy atoms. For the O of the do
moiety, the BSSE correction removes electron density fr
the O–H axis to an axis perpendicular to it, pointing towar
the other intermolecular O–H bond. For the O of the acc
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE III. Electron density and its Laplacian at the intermolecular critical points located on the first-o
electron density of the formic acid dimer, using two different basis sets. SCF and CHA/F values~in parenthesis!
are reported. All the calculations have been performed at the geometry optimized on the SCF PES.

Basis set
Critical
point

r(r )a

(e/a.u.3)
¹2r(r )a

(e/a.u.5)

6-31G(d,p) ~3, 11! 0.0059~0.0056! 0.0282~0.0291!
~3, 21! 0.0286~0.0290! 0.1034~0.0976!

6-31G1(d,p) ~3, 11! 0.0060~0.0060! 0.0273~0.0274!
~3, 21! 0.0269~0.0278! 0.0972~0.0902!

aReference 22.
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tor molecule, the effect of BSSE correction is just the opp
site. Indeed, the subtle density differences found in the in
molecular region may actually be just a consequence of
redistributions taking place around the heavy atoms. Fina
density difference maps corresponding to calculations w
diffuse functions, Figs. 1~d!, 1~f!, 2~d!, and 2~f! exhibit also
maximal density differences around the heavy atoms, but
the polarization patterns characteristic of the maps in F
1~a!–1~c!, 1~e!, 2~a!–2~c!, and 2~e!.

Formic acid dimer and uracil–water complex

Results for the hydrogen fluoride19 and water dimers
suggest that inclusion of diffuse functions in the basis se
the main factor influencing the magnitude of the BSS
while the level of theory and inclusion of more valence
polarization functions has a minor impact. Therefore, o
the HF method and two different basis sets were used
each system, namely, 6-31G(d,p) and 6-3111G(d,p) for
the formic acid dimer, and 6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d) for
the uracil–water complex. Tables III and IV gather the pro
erties of the intermolecular critical points for the formic ac
dimer and water–uracil complex, respectively, while Figs
and 4 depict the SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF density differen
maps for the two complexes.

The optimized structures belong to theC2h andCs sym-
metries, for the formic acid dimer and uracil–water compl
respectively~see Scheme 3!. In the case of the uracil–wate
system, the structure reported corresponds in fact to on
several minima which are very close in energy. In all cas
there are two H-bonds, which are equivalent in the form
acid dimer. Accordingly, two intermolecular bcp’s exist, t
gether with a ring critical point~rcp!. Since no nuclear relax
 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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ation is allowed, the differences between corrected and
correctedrbcp(r ) and¹2rbcp(r ) values are again quite sma
~see Tables III and IV!. For the formic acid dimer, BSSE
correction increasesrbcp(r ) and ¹2rbcp(r ), for both basis
sets. The same trend is found for the two bcp’s in urac
water with the 6-311G(d) basis set. However, for the
6-31G(d) basis set, BSSE correction decreases therbcp(r )
values and increases the¹2rbcp(r ) ones. As for the rcp’s, the
BSSE correction decreasesr rcp(r ) for the two systems, when
using the smaller basis sets. However, when diffuse functi
are considered,r rcp(r ) shows no variation~for the formic
acid dimer! or increases slightly ~for uracil–water!.
¹2r rcp(r ) increases for all the calculations, except urac
water with the 6-311G(d) basis set. In general, the chang
induced by BSSE correction in the rcp’s properties are e
smaller than the changes in the bcp’s.

Formic acid dimer~a! and Uracil–water~b! complex.
Scheme 3.
rder
/F
n the
TABLE IV. Electron density and its Laplacian at the intermolecular critical points located on the first-o
electron density of the uracil-water complex@see Scheme 3~b!#, using two different basis sets. SCF and CHA
values~in parenthesis! are reported. All the calculations have been performed at the geometry optimized o
SCF PES.

Basis set Critical point
r(r )a

(e/a.u.3)
¹2r(r )a

(e/a.u.5)

~3, 11! 0.0086~0.0084! 0.0460~0.0465!
6-31G(d) O14– H8 ~3, 21! 0.0203~0.0197! 0.0699~0.0726!

O13– H7 ~3, 21! 0.0193~0.0188! 0.0700~0.0730!
~3, 11! 0.0079~0.0081! 0.0427~0.0424!

6-31G1(d) O14– H8 ~3, 21! 0.0173~0.0179! 0.0672~0.0658!
O13– H7 ~3, 21! 0.0182~0.0183! 0.0691~0.0692!

aReference 22.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. Formic acid dimer SCF//SCF–
CHA//SCF density difference isocon
tour maps.~a! 6-31G(d,p), ~b! 6-31
11G(d,p). Isodensity contours at
62.1024, 64.1024, 68.1024, etc.
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Density difference maps give further insight on the loc
effects of BSSE on the electron densities. The formic a
dimer exhibits the main trends found for the water dim
~and previously for the hydrogen fluoride dimer19!. Thus, for
the 6-31G(d,p) basis set, Fig. 3~a!, there is a narrow inter-
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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molecular region where the BSSE correction decreases
electron density. This region includes the rcp but not the t
bcp’s. The main density redistribution effects take place
the valence shells of the heavy atoms. In particular, the
atoms in the hydroxyl and carbonyl moieties exhibit the de
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 4. Uracil–water complex SCF/
SCF–CHA//SCF density difference
isocontour maps.~a! 6-311G(d), ~b!
6-311G(d). Isodensity contours at
62.1024, 64.1024, 68.1024, etc.
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sity redistribution patterns directed along the bonding a
characteristic of H-donor and acceptor atoms, respectiv
The C–H moiety, which is the only one that does not p
ticipate directly in the water–water interaction, exhibits a
some density redistribution due to the polarization of
neighboring atoms. Indeed, it appears that the BSSE cor
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
s
ly.
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tion underestimates the electron density on the C atom.
When diffuse functions are added@see Fig. 3~b!#, SCF//

SCF–CHA//SCF density differences in the intermolecu
region become slightly negative. In this case, all the interm
lecular cp’s fall into this negative zone. The strong redis
bution patterns associated to the H-donor and acceptor a
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE V. SCF one- and two-center energy components for the (H2O)2 complex for the 6-31G(d,p) and
6-3111G(d,p) ~lower triangle, in italics! in a.u.. The values in parentheses correspond to the H2– H3 diatomic
term.

Atom O1 H2 O4 H5 H6

O1 274.3319 20.7854 0.0942 20.1016 20.0331
274.3758 ~0.0450!

H2 20.7819 20.0729 20.0380 0.0280 0.0142
(0.0609) 20.0736

O4 0.1087 20.0422 274.3423 20.7859 20.7909
274.3884

H5 20.0970 0.0332 20.7853 20.0612 0.0469
20.0599

H6 20.0406 0.0164 20.7781 0.0674 20.0810
20.0828
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in Fig. 3~a! are not found in this case. It appears that t
negative region in the intermolecular zone is followed
alternating positive and negative regions at each side, w
some positive regions focused strictly on the heavy nuc
Nevertheless, the density difference decreases dramati
when including the diffuse functions. The maximum dens
differences observed with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set were
20.0190 and 0.0076 a.u., whereas for the 6-3111G(d,p)
these values decrease to20.0012 and 0.0015 a.u., respe
tively.

The uracil–water complex has some features that m
add interesting insights. First of all, it is a relatively larg
system, which allows to study the scope of the BSSE effe
on molecular electron densities. Second, the O in the w
moiety acts as H-donor and acceptor at the same time. Fi
4~a! corresponds to the SCF//SCF–CHA//SCF map with
6-31G(d) basis set. In this case, a positive and a nega
region are found in the intermolecular region. All the inte
molecular cp’s fall into the negative one. In the uracil mo
ecule, the O7 and the N2 atoms exhibit the directional densit
redistribution patterns characteristic of H-acceptor and do
systems, respectively. Thus, the BSSE correction under
mates the electron density along the N2– H8 bond and in the
middle of the O7– H13 intermolecular H bond. The O atom i
the water molecule combines both features: The BSSE
rection underestimates the density along the O14– H13 inter-
molecular bond, but there is an increase in the direction
the intramolecular O14– H8 bond. The C1 atom, which is
 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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bonded to an acceptor and to a donor atom, exhibits m
density redistributions, similar to the ones in the C atom
(HCOOH)2 . Finally, the effect of the BSSE in the rest o
atoms is practically negligible, except for the carbonyl O9

atom.
The 6-311G(d,p) difference map@Figure 4~b!# pre-

sents a relatively large intermolecular region with negat
values, which encloses all the intermolecular cp’s. Sign
cant density redistribution takes place only around the ato
directly involved in the H-bond interactions. As usual, t
highly directional density redistribution patterns arou
heavy atoms found in the 6-31G(d) difference map are lack
ing in the 6-311G(d) one. Atoms not involved in the inter
molecular interaction do not exhibit appreciable density
distributions, except for O9 . Again, the maximum density
differences are about one order of magnitude larger when
diffuse functions are included.

Energy decomposition analysis

Tables V–VIII gather the results of the CECA decomp
sition for all the HF calculations. Table V collects the on
and two-center energy components obtained for the w
dimer with the 6-31G(d,p) and 6-3111G(d,p) basis sets.
Atomic energies are always negative~stabilizing!, as well as
the interaction between bonded atom pairs. Some terms
the O–O and H–H interactions are repulsive, which agr
with the chemical intuition. Direct comparison of the ener
ues

rgies,
nd the
TABLE VI. CECA analysis of the (H2O)2 at the SCF level of theory for several basis sets. Given val
represent energetic differences between SCF//SCF and CHA//SCF calculations in kcal/mol.EBSSE (O1– H5),
(O4– H5) and (H5), hold for the BSSE contribution on selected two- and one-center interactions~see Scheme
2!. DED , DEA , and DEint are the static BSSE contributions on donor, acceptor and interaction ene
respectively, computed from the CECA one- and two-center terms. Last two columns give the exact a
CECA approximated BSSE.

Basis
EBSSE

(O1 ,H5)
EBSSE

(O4 ,H5)
EBSSE

(H5) DEint DED DEA BSSE BSSEC

6-31G 29.4 27.0 10.0 28.5 3.6 4.6 20.50 20.23
6-31G(d) 212.4 21.3 8.0 211.9 3.5 8.2 20.59 20.02

6-31G(d,p) 211.1 3.1 3.1 210.4 2.6 8.2 20.70 20.04
6-3111G(d,p) 6.5 21.0 21.3 9.7 24.4 27.4 20.55 22.17

6-311G(d,p) 29.5 3.0 1.1 210.4 2.1 8.0 21.03 20.26
6-31111G(d,p) 15.6 214.7 6.4 9.0 24.7 28.2 20.54 23.94
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VII. CECA analysis of the formic acid dimer. Given values represent energetic differences bet
SCF and CHA at the SCF~uncorrected! geometries in kcal/mol. See Scheme 3~a! for the selected one- and
two-center energy differences.DEA–D , andDEint are the static differences on the formic acid moiety and
interaction energy, respectively, computed from the CECA one- and two-center terms. BSSE and BSSC give
the exact and the CECA approximated difference between the CHA and the SCF energies.

Basis
EBSSE

(C1 ,O2)
EBSSE

(H5 ,O6)
EBSSE

(H5) DEint DEA–D BSSE BSSEC

6-31G(d,p) 15.6 214.1 5.0 229.2 13.8 21.63 21.42
6-3111G(d,p) 23.6 27.3 8.4 216.6 7.6 20.78 21.17
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components obtained with different basis sets is not v
convenient since the total molecular energy can be very
ferent. Hence, since we are interested in the analysis of
effects of the BSSE in the energy, only selected differen
between the SCF//SCF and CHA//SCF values for each b
set are discussed.

We useEBSSE(A) andEBSSE(A,B) to denote the effect o
the BSSE correction in one- and two-center energy com
nents involving atomA and the atomic pairA, B, respec-
tively. Negative EBSSE(A) and EBSSE(A,B) values corre-
spond to energy components that are too stabilizing in
uncorrected calculation, because of the BSSE. That is,
given one or two-center component is more stabilizing~less
destabilizing! for the SCF//SCF than for the CHA//SCF ca
culation. Inversely, positive values correspond to ene
components that are lower in energy for the CHA than
the SCF calculations. Tables VI–VIII also list the total e
ergy difference for each monomer as well as the correctio
the static interaction energy, computed by summing up
the corresponding CECA one- and two-center terms.

Note that the sum of all the CECA intermolecular ener
components must be clearly distinguished from the conv
tional stabilization and interaction energies, the former
ported in Tables I and II. In the supermolecular approach,
interaction energy is defined as the difference between
energy of the complex and the energies of the monomer
the complex’s geometry. The stabilization energy holds
the global stabilization of a complex with respect to the is
lated~noninteracting! fragments. Hence, both the interactio
and the stabilization energies take into account the electr
relaxation, as the wave function of the monomers is co
puted to obtain the corresponding energies. In the case o
stabilization energy, the nuclear relaxation of the monom
is also taken into account. In contrast, the static interac
energy account only for local energetic interactions extrac
 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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uniquely from the complex’s wave function, and is eas
obtained as the summation of all the CECA energy com
nents associated to intermolecular two-center interactions
a similar way, the static monomer energies can also be
tained by collecting all the one- and two-center CECA co
ponents involving the atoms of the given monomer. T
summation of all BSSE corrections to each~static! monomer
energy and to the~static! intermolecular component yield
the total correction to the complex energy. The overall BS
correction calculated as the difference between the un
rected ~SCF//SCF! and corrected~CHA//SCF! energies is
also reported. Comparison of these values gives a measu
the accuracy of the CECA partition in each case.

For the 6-31G basis sets, the BSSE correction is ma
fested mainly in the energy components related to H5 , which
is the H participating in the intermolecular bond. The prin
pal stabilizing contribution comes from the one-center co
ponent in H5 , while the major destabilizing contribution
correspond to two-center components involving H5 and other
atoms. Thus, EBSSE(H5) is 110.0 kcal•mol21, while
EBSSE(O1 ,H5) and EBSSE(O4 ,H5) are 29.4 and27.0 kcal
•mol21, respectively. However, these trends are not gen
for all the calculations. For all the basis sets without diffu
functions, ~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~e!, EBSSE(O1 ,H5) is
;210 kcal•mol21. EBSSE(H5) andEBSSE(O4 ,H5) also con-
tribute to the BSSE, but to a small extent, compared to
6-31G results. EBSSE(H5) is always positive, but
EBSSE(O4 ,H5) can be positive or negative, depending on t
basis set. In some cases, other components exhibit also
nificant BSSE. In general, for all these basis sets, the BS
correction stabilizes the two water monomers, especially
donor one, but makes the intermolecular component
stable. The overall effect of the BSSE in the static interact
s be-

the
TABLE VIII. CECA analysis of the uracil–water complex. Given values represent energetic difference
tween SCF and CHA at the SCF~uncorrected! geometries in kcal/mol. See Scheme 3~b! for the selected one-
and two-center energy differences.DEU , DEW , andDEint are the static differences on the uracil, water and
interaction energy, respectively, computed from the CECA one- and two-center terms.

Basis
EBSSE

(C1 ,O7)

EBSSE

(H8 ,O14)
(H13 ,O7)

EBSSE

(H8)
(H13) DEint DEU DEW BSSE BSSEC

6-31G(d) 18.5 216.0 7.6 223.9 10.4 11.7 21.48 21.45
212.6 4.8

6-311G(d) 21.3 22.3 3.2 1.0 28.3 22.3 20.78 28.71
211.8 9.2
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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energy is always destabilizing. This clearly shows that
interaction between the monomers is artificially enhanced
the BSSE.

The results of the analysis are quite different when d
fuse functions are included. For the 6-3111G(d,p) basis
set, EBSSE(O1 ,H5) is 16.5 kcal•mol21, and the
EBSSE(H5 ,H6) component is14.9 kcal•mol21. This is com-
pensated mainly in the one-center components of the O
oms, which are;26.6 kcal•mol21 each. For the 6-3111
1G(d,p) basis set,EBSSE(O1 ,H5) is 115.6 kcal•mol21 and
EBSSE(H5) is 16.4 kcal•mol21, while EBSSE(O4 ,H5),
EBSSE(O1 ,H4) and EBSSE(O1) are 214.7, 26.6, and
24.8 kcal•mol21, respectively. In terms of molecular an
intermolecular components, the BSSE-correction contri
tion to the intermolecular term is always favorab
~;19 kcal•mol21 in both cases!. For the 6-3111G(d,p)
and 6-31111G(d,p) basis sets, the overall BSSE
correction contribution is negative for both the donor a
acceptor molecules. Altogether, the effect of BSSE corr
tion on the molecular static interaction energy is always
stabilizing, but the sign of the contributing terms is revers
compared to the calculation with no diffuse functions.

Table V also lists also the BSSE calculated~i! as the
difference between SCF//SCF and CHA//SCF energies,
~ii ! as the summation of the BSSE in each one- and t
center energy component. The difference between the
values can be used to estimate the accuracy of the CECA
general, the differences are significant, taking into acco
that the BSSE is generally small. For the basis sets with
diffuse functions, the difference is always less than 0.8 k
•mol21, and the CECA always underestimates the mag
tude of the BSSE. On the contrary, for the 6-311
1G(d,p) and 6-31111G(d,p) basis set, the CECA over
estimates the magnitude of the BSSE by;1.5 and 3.5 kcal
•mol21, respectively. Similar conclusions can be draw
when comparing SCF//SCF and CHA//CHA energies, so
results are not reported.

The results for the formic acid dimer are presented
Table VII. For the 6-31G(d,p) basis set the main contribu
tions to the BSSE correction areEBSSE(C1 ,O2) (15.6 kcal
•mol21) and EBSSE(O2 ,H10) (214.1 kcal•mol21). Note
that due to the symmetry, equivalent contributions arise fr
the C7 , O6 , and H5 atoms.EBSSE(H10) makes a smaller bu
significant contribution (5.0 kcal•mol21). For the 6-311
1G(d,p) basis set,EBSSE(C1 ,O2) and EBSSE(O2 ,H10) are
smaller~23.6 and27.3 kcal•mol21, respectively!. In con-
trast, EBSSE(H10) is significantly larger,18.4 kcal•mol21.
The overall picture is the same in both calculations: T
BSSE correction destabilizes the two-center components
lated to the H-bond interactions, as well as the one-ce
components in the acceptor atoms, but stabilizes the H at
participating in the intermolecular bond. Altogether, t
BSSE correction stabilizes each formic acid monomer
decreases the attractive intermolecular energy compon
Hence, the overall contribution of the BSSE correction to
molecular interaction is destabilizing for both basis sets.
this complex, the error in the CECA analysis is quite sm
compared to (H2O)2 .

The results of the CECA analysis for the uracil–wa
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complex are collected in Table VIII. The main trends a
very similar to those found for the formic acid dimer. Thu
for both basis sets, the BSSE correction introduces a la
destabilizing contribution to the two-center components
lated to the H bonds, reflected in the large negative value
EBSSE(O7 ,H13) and EBSSE(O14,H8), while EBSSE(H8) and
EBSSE(H13) are positive. The main difference between t
6-31G(d) and 6-311G(d) results is that the BSSE correc
tion effect in the energy components associated to
O14– H8 interaction are much smaller when diffuse functio
are used. Furthermore,EBSSE(C1 ,O7) has a significant stabi
lizing contribution, for the 6-31G(d) results, but small and
negative for 6-311G(d). There are other components th
have important contributions to the BSSE correction in
6-311G(d) calculation. Some of these contributions com
from atom pairs that are not directly bonded, but are c
nected through a common atom. However, most of all
significant contributions involve the atoms that directly pa
ticipate in a H bond: C1 , N2 , O7 , H8 , H13, or O14. In terms
of intramolecular and intermolecular components, the BS
correction destabilizes the intermolecular component
stabilizes the intramolecular ones, for the 6-31G(d) calcula-
tion, and inversely for the 6-311G(d) one. As usual, the
overall contribution of the BSSE correction to the interacti
energy is repulsive. For the 6-31G(d) results, the CECA
partition is nearly exact. In contrast, for the 6-311G(d)
case, the difference between the BSSE calculated by u
the CECA and the supermolecular approach is;8
kcal•mol21.

DISCUSSION

It is interesting to remark that the main effects of t
BSSE correction on the electron density of the water dim
are very similar to those found previously for the hydrog
fluoride dimer. The patterns of electron redistribution caus
by the removal of the BSSE at frozen geometries for (HF2

and (H2O)2 are very similar. Indeed, for calculations witho
diffuse functions, the main feature of the difference maps
the redistribution of electron density in the valence shells
the heavy atoms in both cases. Moreover, similar trends
found for the 6-31G(d,p) and 6-31G(d) calculations on the
formic acid dimer and uracil–water complexes, respective
Furthermore, addition of diffuse functions leads to simi
effects for all the systems analyzed: An overall decrease
the differences between corrected and uncorrected dens
negative differences in the intermolecular region, and lack
the highly directional density redistribution patterns in hea
donor and acceptor atoms that are observed with smaller
sis sets.

In fact, some of the differences between the SCF//S
and CHA//SCF electron densities appear to be at odds w
simple chemical intuition. For instance, it might be expec
that the BSSE correction should weaken the intermolec
interaction and therefore lead to a decrease of the elec
density in the intermolecular region. Actually, in many cas
the BSSE correction works in the opposite direction, lead
to an accumulation of electron density in the intermolecu
region. Moreover, the BSSE correction also decreases
electron density in the intramolecular bonds of the don
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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moieties. In general, it should be taken into account that
CHA//SCF results used in the difference maps do not co
spond to stationary points on the BSSE-corrected surfac
is well-known that geometry relaxation is necessary for fu
correcting the BSSE. In fact, when nuclear relaxation
taken into account, there is always a depletion of the elec
density in the intermolecular region, as reflected in the pr
erties of the intermolecular bcp’s.

The study of larger systems, like the formic acid dim
and especially the uracil–water complex, reveals that the
fects of BSSE on the electron density are generally restric
to the intermolecular region and especially to the atoms
rectly involved in the intermolecular interaction and the
first-neighbors.

The CECA decomposition scheme has been found to
a valuable tool for analyzing the effects of BSSE correct
in terms of atomic and interatomic contributions. Howev
one has to be aware that the CECA decomposition is
exact. Therefore, the applicability of this method to analy
the subtle effects of the BSSE correction on the molecu
energy depends on the accuracy of the approximation
general, for the calculations reported in this paper, the ac
racy of the decomposition, calculated as the difference to
true BSSE correction, is good or acceptable when basis
without diffuse functions are used. In these cases, the re
of the CECA analysis are in agreement with chemical in
ition: The BSSE correction generally stabilizes the pur
intramolecular energies of the two molecules forming
complex, but it dwindles the intermolecular energy comp
nent. The final result is that BSSE correction always lead
less attractive interaction energies. In general, it is worth
note that, although the BSSE in the total molecular energ
usually small, the individual atomic or interatomic contrib
tions can be quite large.

When diffuse functions are taken into account, the
sults of the analysis are just the opposite. That is, in gene
small energy destabilization results from the combination
a large destabilization of the intramolecular energies an
stabilization of the intermolecular term upon BSSE corr
tion. However, the validity of the CECA analysis in the
cases is questionable for two reasons. First, the accurac
the CECA decomposition is very low~the BSSE is overesti
mated by several kcal•mol21, except for the formic acid
dimer!. Second, the identification of the one- and two-cen
components with atomic and interatomic contributions
doubtful when diffuse functions are involved. Neverthele
the CECA results in these particular cases seem to agree
the density difference maps in the sense that the differen
tend to be smaller when diffuse functions are included
they are more delocalized. Indeed, the H atoms involved
the intermolecular H-bonds have similar BSSE effect on
two-center components with the acceptor atom and
neighbors of this atom. In other words, since the diffu
functions are so spread in space and hardly assigned
given nuclei, the BSSE is not only energetically localized
the bonds but also to the same extent in nonbonded inte
tions. This effect is in agreement with the observations
corresponding isocontour density difference maps.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a detailed comparison of the lo
effects of the BSSE on the electron densities and ene
components of three representative H-bonded comple
These results complement previous studies of the effect
the BSSE on the geometries, energies and electron dens
of these and other complexes. In general, we have found
the effects of the BSSE are common for all the comple
studied. The elimination of the BSSE by means of the CH
always leads to lower interaction energies. When nuclear
laxation is taken into account, the BSSE correction also le
to larger interatomic distances and a decrease of the elec
density at all the intermolecular critical points on the electr
density. Density difference maps at frozen geometry rev
that the effects of the BSSE are not limited to the interm
lecular region. Rather, the main redistribution effects ta
place in the valence shells of the heavy atoms directly
volved in the intermolecular interaction. For the larger co
plex, uracil–water, the effects of the BSSE do not exte
significantly beyond the atoms involved in the interacti
and their first neighbors.

These trends are confirmed by means of an energy
composition analysis performed with the CECA method.
general, the BSSE effects on the energy are centered al
the components involving the atoms participating in interm
lecular interactions. In general, two-center terms related
intermolecular components and one-center terms centere
the H bonding account for a large part of the BSSE. Ho
ever, other components can also make non-negligible co
butions to the total BSSE.

The BSSE is inherent to the expansion of the molecu
wave function in terms of basis functions. Therefore, the s
and characteristics of the basis set is one of the main fa
influencing the magnitude of the BSSE. In agreement to p
vious results, we found that inclusion of diffuse functions
of utmost importance in order to minimize the magnitude
the BSSE. Moreover, the present study confirms that the
gin of the BSSE in terms of one- and two-center contrib
tions is very different depending on the inclusion of diffu
functions. In general, the energy decomposition analysis
veals that the small BSSE correction is the result of a n
cancellation between larger errors in the intramolecular
intermolecular components. When no diffuse functions
considered, the BSSE correction is destabilizing for the
termolecular component and stabilizing for the intramole
lar components. When diffuse functions are used, exactly
opposite is found. One should take into account that
CECA analysis has probably only a qualitative value wh
diffuse functions are considered. Anyway, since density d
ference maps do also reveal systematic differences betw
calculations with and without diffuse functions, the CEC
analysis may well be meaningful as a complement for
understanding of intermolecular interactions.
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